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           EXHIBIT 5 

 

Bold and underlined text indicates proposed additions. 

Bold and strikethrough text indicates proposed deletions. 

 

 

 

 

 

Distributions Service Guide 

*** 

Refunds 

If DTC receives funds from a paying agent, but is unable to distribute those funds on that day, DTC will 
pass through the investment income it has earned to those participants who received the associated 
allocation. These credits will be seen as part of your monthly bill from DTC. 

DTC claims interest compensation from those agents who pay DTC after the payable date.  In the 
event that a Participant is unsuccessful in collecting directly from a paying agent or an issuer a 
claim for compensation due, and so notifies DTC, DTC may elect to claim compensation for 
payments due from the Paying Agent and/or Issuer if there is a failure to pay DTC for an event on 
the scheduled payment date in immediately available funds.  Collected compensation is passed on to 
participants that had position in the late-paying issue. These credits will also be seen as part of your 
monthly bill from DTC and statements are available on SMART/Search. 

*** 
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Redemptions Service Guide 

*** 

REDEMPTIONS 

About Maturities and Redemptions 

*** 

About Redemptions 

Unlike maturities, most redemptions (full calls or partial calls) are not known at issuance. Thus, the 

first step in processing a redemption is discovering its existence. Once DTC verifies an upcoming 

redemption, DTC presents a letter of transmittal or electronic file of expected payments due to the 

redemption agent for payment.  

In the event of a partial call, DTC will process a computerized call lottery to determine the 

Participants' individual holdings to be included in the call. On redemption date or the next business 

day if the redemption date falls on a weekend or holiday, DTC collects redemption proceeds from the 

agent, allocates the proceeds to DTC Participants having position in the redeemed portion of the issue 

and deletes such Participants' position from DTC's records.  Allocations are reported on the 

Participants' Dividend/Reorganization Cash Settlement Listing on the day they are made. Note that 

DTC will not allocate on the redemption date unless it has received the funds identified at a CUSIP 

level from the agent by 3:00 p.m. ET. 

Some full and partial call notices contain language stating that the payment of the redemption 

proceeds is conditioned upon some event. DTC only allocates redemption proceeds to Participants 

upon receipt of funds from the redemption agent. 

Information regarding DTC's processing of Redemptions is generally available via   CA Web, 

PTS/PBS (RIPS), CCF file transmissions, ISO 20022 messaging and SMART/Search. 

The information provided on these functions is derived from sources DTC believes to be reliable, but 

DTC does not represent the accuracy, adequacy, timeliness, completeness, or fitness for any particular 

purpose of this information, which is provided as is. Further, this information may be subject to 

change. Participants should obtain, monitor and review independently any available documentation 

relating to the redemption and should verify independently information obtained from DTC.  

 DTC will not be liable for claims for interest on missed or late principal payments on redemptions 

for which DTC received no notice or late notice.  In the event that a Participant is unsuccessful in 

collecting directly from a paying agent or an issuer a claim for compensation due, and so 

notifies DTC, DTC may elect to claim compensation for payments due from the Paying Agent 

and/or Issuer if there is a failure to pay DTC for an event on the scheduled payment date in 

immediately available funds. DTC will, however, initiate compensation claims against paying 

agents whenever appropriate and DTC will pass on to Participants through DTC's redemption 

refunds any amounts received on such claims.  
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DTC will not process early redemptions on Certificates of Deposit (CDs) unless: (i) there is a 

provision in the master certificate that permits early termination by the issuer and specifies the 

payment to be made in connection therewith or (ii) written consent to an early redemption, in a form 

designed by DTC, is obtained by the issuer from all of the holders of the CD. In the event that an 

issuer sends an early payment to DTC, in contravention of the above, DTC will return the payment to 

the issuer less any costs associated with facilitating the attempted redemption and return of funds. 

*** 

REDEMPTION REFUNDS 

The overwhelming majority of redemption proceeds are allocated by DTC to Participants on payable 

date. In the event that DTC does not pay Participants' redemption proceeds on redemption date, 

Participants may be entitled to a refund. 

A redemption refund is caused by two types of events, both of which involve late allocations of 

redemption proceeds by DTC to Participants: 

 receipt of funds by DTC on payable date, followed by allocation of funds by DTC to 

Participants after payable date,  

OR 

 receipt of funds by DTC and allocation of funds by DTC to Participants after payable date. 

The first type of event results in a refund to Participants of their pro-rata share of DTC's investment 

earnings. The second type of event does not generate a refund of investment earnings; rather, it 

results in DTC submitting compensation claims to redemption agents. In the event that a 

Participant is unsuccessful in collecting directly from a paying agent or an issuer a claim for 

compensation due, and so notifies DTC, DTC may elect to claim compensation for payments 

due from the Paying Agent and/or Issuer if there is a failure to pay DTC for an event on the 

scheduled payment date in immediately available funds.  Participants receive their pro-rata share 

of the total amount received on DTC's claim. 

Redemption refunds are paid to Participants monthly via credits to their monthly DTC bill.  

Supporting schedules listing details of items included in each refund are attached to Participants' 

monthly bill. 

*** 
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Reorganizations Service Guide 

*** 

About Allocations  

Upon receipt of the confirmed position and entitlements from the agent, DTC will allocate cash and stock 
to participants, ensuring that cash and stock payments are received on a timely basis, and in turn paid out 
to participants as soon as possible. DTC accomplishes this by maintaining constant contact with the 
appropriate paying agents and following through with disbursements to participants. 

In the event that a Participant is unsuccessful in collecting directly from a paying agent or an issuer 
a claim for compensation due, and so notifies DTC, DTC may elect to claim compensation for 
payments due from the Paying Agent and/or Issuer if there is a failure to pay DTC for an event in 
immediately available funds on the scheduled payment date or on the effective date, as applicable, 
or on the first day funds are made available for payment. 

*** 
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OPERATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 

(Necessary for Securities to Become 

and Remain Eligible for DTC Services) 

*** 

2. Compensation Claims Policy  

In the event that a Participant is unsuccessful in collecting directly from a paying agent or an issuer 

a claim for compensation due, and so notifies DTC,  DTC may elect to claim compensation for payments 

due from the Paying Agent and/or Issuer if there is a failure to pay DTC for an event on the scheduled 

payment date in immediately available funds., and in the case of certain reorganization transactions, if 

there is a failure to pay DTC in immediately available funds on the scheduled payment date or on the 

effective date (as it applies to the Reorganization transaction), or on the first day funds are made 

available for payment. 

*** 

 


